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1: JTR Chevrolet S Truck V-8 Conversion
V8 & S10 Swap Instructions by Cameron Easey Swapping the V6 engine in an S10 with a V8 can be done by using the
existing configuration inside the engine compartment.

If the old engine has already been removed, you are nearly ready to mount the V8 in the engine compartment.
You should already have the V8 engine on an engine hoist. However, to swap the V8 engine successfully you
will require the use of an S10 conversion kit. Remove the existing motor mounts by using a socket wrench.
Set the offset motor mount in place with the offset facing the rear of the vehicle. Secure the offset motor
mounts with the included bolts. Insert a bolt into the motor mounts and tighten with the socket wrench.
Connect the transmission to the engine by tightening all of the bolts. Find the slider for the steering column
and loosen with the socket wrench. Pull up on the rag joint to position it near the firewall. Place a header
gasket on the head and secure with the header bolts. Re-attach the rag joint by tightening the nuts onto the
bolts along with the slider joint. Set the passenger side header in place and tighten with the header bolts. You
will then need to use a self-tapping screw to attach it to the firewall, with the attached clamp. Secure
self-tapping screws with the power drill. Make sure you have the rotor facing the correct direction. Attach the
hold down clamp for the distributor and then tighten by using a wrench. Slide the carburetor or throttle body
over the bolts. Secure a nut onto each bolt by hand and tighten fully using the wrench. Attach the throttle
linkage and the kick down cable for the transmission to the carburetor or throttle body. Connect each of the
vacuum lines by pushing them into place. Insert the bolts and tighten using the socket wrench. Mount the
aftermarket exhaust kit to the headers and attach it to the body of the vehicle. Items you will need.
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2: Chevy S Engine Swap - V8 Conversion - V8 Mini Truck - Sport Truck Magazine
Chevrolet S10 V8 Engine Swap - Super S They returned, presenting us with a single copy of the Chevrolet S Truck V-8
Conversion Manual from JTR Publishing, stating this was all we would.

How to Put a Motor in a Chevy S10 by Richard Rowe Imports and former mom-mobiles with shiny rims
might be cute, but a small-block S is a hot-rod. Make a Plan The Chevy engine works extremely well in the
S10 and GMC S15 chassis; if nothing else, even a bone-stock is a sure 25 boost in horsepower and torque over
the already fairly stout 4. For many, this -- combined with a V-8 exhaust note and tire-shredding capability at
will -- will be enough. But a S10 can be anything from a simple, tire-shredding beater to a half-million-dollar,
nine-second monster with air conditioning, antilock brakes and all the latest suspension tech. Before diving in,
you need to realistically assess your budget and your expectations. Remember the old adage about time, talent
and money: A bracket here, a transmission linkage E-clip there, a longer throttle cable or an alternator bracket
-- these things add up. Complete powered trucks are very cheap, and offer an entire drivetrain in a box. You
may need to get a high-mount alternator bracket to clear the steering components. Get a Kit and Get it in
Physically getting a engine into an S10 chassis may be the simplest part of the entire swap. The stock S10
radiator is nowhere near strong enough to cool a ; the aftermarket offers radiators specifically made for this
swap, but C3 Corvette radiators are popular retrofits that work well. You may need to move or modify the core
support to install it. The stock S10 axle and differential might survive for a little while if the truck was
originally a V-6, but it will grenade when combined with a decent set of drag tires and more than foot-pounds
of small-block torque. Hypothetically, you could just use the donor axle with fender flares and wheels with
massive offset -- but it looks weird, and all your friends will know you cheaped out on the axle. Further
Modifications Like the T-Bucket, the sky is the limit with this configuration, and you can optimize it for
almost anything. Yes you can use it, and many people do -- just as many people have trucks that do
unintended s at intersections in the rain, while overheating. If you want a S10 you can be happy with, treat the
entire truck as a system, upgrading your chassis, brakes and drivetrain to make it all work together. Or, you
can ignore all that and wind up with the ill-tempered, evil-handling, homicidal little monster mentioned
earlier. About the Author Richard Rowe has been writing professionally since , specializing in automotive
topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a
race-car driver and builder.
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3: How to Put a Motor in a Chevy S10 | It Still Runs
This bar-code number lets you verify that you're getting exactly the right version or edition of a book. The digit and digit
formats both work.

This is another possible cooling combination using a HD 4. The fans are thin enough to install between the
radiator and long water pump when the engine is set back 1 inch this is covered in the JTR manual. Japan may
have invented mini-trucks, but America perfected them. Because they lack the ummph that makes driving a
real truck fun. Thankfully, the V-8 power Gods are watching over the Chevy faithful and have provided a way
to snap a small-block into these trucks to make them run with the best of their big brothers. We sent a group of
fearless power mercenaries into the engine-swapping netherworld in search of information on these S V-8
cruisers. JTR is a small publishing company in Northern California that has researched this swap for over a
decade and performed several V-8 conversions in order to test its theories. Swapping a V-8 into your S-truck
will not be cheap or easy, but it will be worth it. JTR has found that the best and easiest V-8 conversions
always begin with a complete engine and transmission, exhaust manifolds with head pipes, and all accessories
extracted from the same donor car. While swapping in your own custom-built, fire-breathing small-block is
possible, JTR recommends using a stock engine and all of its factory components to make your first swap
easier. The first unavoidable truth is that swapping in a V-8 will add weight to your truck, with most of it over
the front tires. Without this suspension upgrade, your V-8 S-truck will handle terribly and probably bottom out
on every bump. Four-wheel-drive S-trucks can be improved after the swap by installing aftermarket shock
absorbers and tightening the factory front torsion bars to reestablish the correct ride height. An iron-headed
small-block and R4 trans will add approximately pounds to the nose of your already heavy 3,pound average
2WD weight pickup. In addition, the V-8 puts more weight ahead of the front tires while moving 20 pounds of
rear weight forward, lightening the rear end, which furthers complicates traction problems. S Headaches
Cooling and exhaust are two of the biggest problems associated with swapping a V-8 into the S-truck.
Fortunately, JTR has found some factory components to make the swap as hassle free as possible. When
searching the scrap yards for these iron nuggets, be careful not to pull the manifolds from a TPI or L69 5. The
best news is that the TBI exhaust manifolds are cheap and plentiful in scrap yards everywhere. When
removing the manifolds, be sure to also keep a section of exhaust head pipe from the donor Camaro so the
muffler shop has a starting point for the new exhaust system. The S-trucks have enough room beneath the bed
for a muffler shop to mount dual-performance mufflers side-by-side vertically, so you can run true dual
exhaust out the back. Keeping a V-8 powered S-truck cool can be tough if it is not properly addressed during
the swap. The good news is that a stock, high-efficiency Corvette radiator can be bolted in with little
modification. The Corvette radiator is also equipped with an automatic transmission oil cooler, which helps
because there is very little room to install an auxiliary cooler in front of the radiator. JTR recommends using
either an inch-diameter aftermarket flex fan or, after modifying the core support further see photos , running a
factory clutch fan to cut down on highway fan noise. Beware that all S-truck rearends are not interchangeable.
GM knew of its traction problems and added a horizontal shock absorber to S-trucks equipped with a V-6 and
ZQ8 suspension package to control wheelhop. This worked so well that the horizontal shock was later
installed on all V-6 five-speed S-trucks built after , making it a relatively easy part to find used. The horizontal
shock brackets can be added to earlier trucks by simply drilling a few holes and bolting them on.
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One way to figure out if your skills and tool rollaway are up to the task is to buy the V-8 swap "bibles," Chevrolet S Truck
V-8 Conversion Manual and Chevrolet TPI & TBI Engine Swapping by.

The most important step in any engine swap is making a plan. Before you begin the actual swap, make a
realistic wish-list of parts on paper. The average time for an engine swap can vary greatly depending on your
schedule, the funds, and numerous other factors. Some experienced shops that perform V-8 conversions day in
and day out boast a two to three day install. Another important thing to keep in mind is cost. Most yards offer
some kind of warranty on motors and transmissions, but ask before you buy. Choosing to have a shop perform
the swap can also change the price considerably. There are many engines available out there that are ready and
willing to be put to the test. The engine you choose will have to be matched to a transmission that will
function properly with the new motor. The most common engines used for these conversions are the ci Chevy
small-block and the 5. These transmissions, along with the 4L60E, work well with the Chevy V-8 conversions,
depending on the horsepower and torque the engine puts out. Depending on your budget, the engine and
tranny will be the main chunks of dough spent if performing the install yourself. If you can afford a brand-new
motor, it might be best to have a crate motor built to your specs, such as the one pictured here. There are a
number of ways to mount your new motor. Some people choose to use their factory mounts and adapt them to
work with the V-8 motor mounts, while others build new mounts. To make this swap easy, various mounting
kits are available through a few of the companies in our online source guide. A few other companies offer
custom motor mounts, such as Advanced Adapters and Ultimate Customs. Measure and mark your locations
before you completely weld in the motor mounts. The motor mounts are a crucial step and will need to
withstand the brutal task of holding the engine in place under stress. You can find conversion headers at
Summit Racing and many of the other companies listed in the source guide. Depending on your headers or
exhaust manifolds, the steering might have to be moved over, or run through the header. The exhaust will have
to be redone as well. The exhaust system will vary greatly, depending on what model and year the truck and
engine are, and what state you live in for applicable smog laws. The choice of header is going to make a
difference on clearance, especially when it comes to the steering, the firewall, the oil pan, and the frame.
Choose wisely for your particular application. Depending on where the new motor is mounted, you will need
to have the driveshaft lengthened or shortened, corresponding to the amount you move the engine forward or
rearward. We always recommend that you have a heavy-duty driveshaft built to keep it from twisting. If you
place the engine in the exact same spot as the original engine mounts, the driveshaft will be the same length.
The stock rearend might be all right for your conversion, depending on the engine and transmission used and
the size of the stock rearend. For the rearend, we recommend doing the same as with the driveshaft: Beef it up
now while the swap is in progress Ford 9-inch rearends seem to be the differentials and housings of choice.
We recommend using a stronger rearend and driveshaft to withstand the new performance output of your
engine and transmission. For example, the Corvette aluminum radiator that JTR offers is a very popular
radiator for the S ci swaps. Your core support may need some modifications to make the new radiator fit.
There are two options for cooling fans. If you have enough room for an engine-driven fan, you might want to
consider using one. Otherwise, install at least one low-profile electric fan; if you can fit them, two are highly
recommended. The area between the radiator and fan is where the engine seems to fit the tightest, so most
people prefer to move their engine rearward. The running temperature of the engine is one of the major
concerns of performing an engine swap, so this step is crucial. A critical component of the engine swap is the
proper-size radiator and cooling fans to keep your mini running without overheating. Depending on whether
your engine for the swap is carbureted or fuel-injected, you may or may not need an engine management
computer. Both of these companies offer complete conversion harnesses as well as wiring tips and
instructions. Having a complete harness made is especially nice since you can have your harness built to
length. Rewiring your truck with the new motor is made much cleaner with a complete wiring harness and
instructions. A custom belt will have to be purchased in order to turn the compressor and pump. If your truck
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is or will be body-dropped, hood clearance could be another potential problem. With the bigger motor,
consider using a cowl-induction hood for clearance. We recommend checking out some of the hoods
Godfather Customs offers. With this introduction to V-8 conversions complete, our next step will be the
buildup of a ci crate motor. Check back next month to witness its construction in Volume II of our V-8 series.
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5: Chevy S Pickup/Blazer V8 Conversion Manual and GMC S15 pickup Jimmy
www.enganchecubano.com is the S10 V8 Conversion Parts Store. Headers, Mounts, Kits and More for your V8 S10
Swap. V8S10 LSX Engine. www.enganchecubano.com is the S10 V8 Conversion Parts Store.

They may look neat, but they live a pampered life, only being driven at but not necessarily to car shows. If
these trucks were ever driven on the street during everyday driving conditions, they would probably overheat,
jar your kidneys, deafen your ears, and run you into the poor house. The S-Trucks shown in this manual are
"daily drivers". They are used for commuting, grocery shopping, trailer towing, vacations, and parts chasing.
They are not used for drag racing, street racing, or road racing. They are not taken off road and jumped. They
are just daily drivers. This truck is smog legal in California. The interior appears stock. Fuel mileage
approaches 24 mpg at 65 mph on level roads. Normal trip mileage is about 22 mpg. Driven conservatively,
overall fuel mileage is usually mpg. As shown, this truck weighs over lbs and gained about lbs from the
conversion: The V-8 added about lbs, the five-speed weighs about 35 lbs more than the original 5-speed, and
the dual exhaust weighs 35 lbs more than the original exhaust; the battery was relocated to the rear to improve
weight distribution. This transfers about 35 lbs off the front wheels and onto the rear wheels. A gear-reduction
starter and an aluminum water pump reduce engine weight and front-end weight by about 15 lbs. We have
seen magazine articles which state the V-8 conversion only adds about lbs to the vehicle. You should realize
that these claims are not true. Most people do not realize how much weight the conversion adds because with
the correct heavy duty shocks, it is barely noticeable in normal driving. After the V-8 was installed, the front
of the truck which is equipped with the lb payload option dropped less than an inch, the rear dropped about the
same. The ride is slightly softer than stock, but most people do not notice much difference. The handling is not
adversely affected. The most common comment made by people who drive the truck is not how powerful it
feels, but how smooth and quiet it is. When the V8 conversion is done properly, the vehicle will feel stock,
until you step hard on the gas pedal. At the time of this writing, this truck has over , miles, and the V-8 swap
has been driven over 75, enjoyable miles. All of which have added greatly to the enjoyment of the V-8
conversion.
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6: Engine Swap Guide - V8 Conversion - Mini Truckin' Magazine
Stock S10 T5 are absolutely delicate little things, considering it doesnt even have the V8 camaro guts ( 1st gear). The
OP can do what he likes, at least get a V8 T5, or go with a 4spd, either an M20 or a Borg/Warner ST10 with a or
gearset.

Advance Adapters, which offers motor mounts, headers, and radiators for the swap, estimates the time needed
at 40 to 50 hours. Either way, this is not a two-six-pack sort of job. We warn you, though, that many of these
sites were put up by well-meaning but non-professional enthusiasts whose techniques and workmanship may
be, well, suspect. If you are wary of taking on a V-8 project after doing all this reading and Web-surfing, there
are professional builders who can do it for you. On the other hand, transplanting a Corvette LT1 engine, while
tempting from visual and bragging-rights standpoints, should be avoided, says Knell. Go the other way and
install Vette valve covers on a Camaro motor. Many of these parts are available through retailers like Summit
and Jegs, or directly from the manufacturers. Note that a typical swap kit consists of motor mounts, sometimes
tranny mounts, and exhaust manifolds or headers. None of them supply everything you need to make the
switch. A couple of tips: Some kits will work only with certain years of engines, while others are specifically
designed for two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. And finally, not all headers in these kits are state smog
legal, so watch for warnings on the application charts. The overdrive transmissions have a driveability
advantage, but not all R4s are suitable for the swap. In fact, the easiest way to source an automatic
transmission is to buy the one attached to your replacement engine. If your engine is bone stock, an
inexpensive R4 may be a good option. Two-wheel-drive Ss came with several different rearends. Cooling
Keeping a transplanted V-8 cool is a challenge, since the swap leaves so little room for a decent fan.
According to Advance Adapters, the stock 4. Advance Adapters also sells a Be Cool aluminum radiator for the
conversion that Be Cool guarantees to operate 20 degrees cooler than an OE radiator. The cost, however, is
more than double that of the Corvette radiator. Another option is the aftermarket radiator made by Modine and
sold by Stealth Conversions. It was designed as a replacement for the Corvette radiator and costs significantly
less. Traction The S and S trucks, in particular, are noted for terrible wheelhop even with stock engines. The
aftermarket is loaded with lowering kits for these trucks, and a few companies are now making drag-oriented
suspension parts. For example, did you know that the Blazer and Jimmy body is actually mounted higher on
the frame than the S and S truck? Buy the books, surf the sites, and be prepared for long hours of hard work or
for writing a big check. Box 66 Livermore, CA http:
7: Manual transmission to use in a Sbc s10 swap? - Hot Rod Forum : Hotrodders Bulletin Board
Re: Need help. v8 conversion recommended manual transmission. I have a nv in my s10 with a sbc. I want a t56
because it is a 6 speed and much stronger, but for now I got the trans cheap and I am running a billet steel flywheel, and
a centerforce clutch.

8: Chevrolet S10 V8 Engine Swap - Chevy High Performance
Re: LS1 Conversion Manual it just doesn't really sound like your into your s personally i would drive my v8 s10 over a 70
chevelle, just personal choice, but you just gotta put the money into what interests you.

9: LS1 Conversion Manual - S Forum
The S V-8 conversion manual is now on the fourteenth edition. The vehicles shown in the introduction have now
accumulated over , miles. This, and the feedback from customers over the last 9 years, have led to this latest edition.
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